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Abstract
We compute the vacuum one loop amplitude for two D-strings at an angle
compactified on T 2 as a function of the transverse separation and the wind-
ing numbers. We show that in certain cases the amplitude is independent on
whether the D-strings are compactified or not.
∗alec m@ctp.mit.edu
Since the introduction of D-branes [1], many calculations have appeared [2] deal-
ing with one loop amplitudes between various parallel D-branes. Some calculations
involved more complicated boundary conditions, such as for moving 0-branes [5]. In
the case of parallel branes the effects of the compactification were discussed in [4].
Here we show that compactification does not change one loop vacuum amplitude in
the case when a ND direction and then generalize this argument for the case of two
D-strings at an angle compactified on T 2. First we consider a simple situation of the
two perpendicular non-intersecting D-strings. Assume that first D-string is along X1
and the second one is along X2. The amplitude can be obtained from [6] by setting
α = pi
2
:
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Here τ = it
2pi
. This amplitude depends on the minimal distance between the branes
Y 2 = Y iY i, where i = 3...9. In obtaining such an amplitude one uses the fact that
the fundamental string between these D-string has ND and DN boundary conditions
in the directions X1 and X2. The corresponding mode expansion does not contain
neither momentum nor winding modes in these two directions. This suggest that
the amplitude does not change under the compactification of the direction of these
D-strings, i.e. the amplitude between two non-intersecting D-strings compactified
on T 2 ×M7,1 with winding numbers (1, 0) and (0, 1) is the same as the amplitude
between the two non-intersecting perpendicular D-strings in M9,1.
The proof of this conjecture amounts to showing that the summation over the
surfaces in this case does not contain topologically different worldsheets from the case
of un-compactified D-strings. Figure 1 depicts the case in question in the covering
space.
There are two (X1, X2) planes described by the equations
X i = 0, i = 3, ..., 9 (2)
and
X3 = Y
X i = 0, i = 4, ..., 9.
(3)
Directions X1 and X2 are compact so that the points
X ∼ X + Tmn (4)
are identified with Tmn = (2pinR1, 2pimR2, 0, ..., 0). Solid lines the plane (2) denoted
by (a, b, c, ...) in the figure represent identified D-strings described by the equation
X1 = 2pinR1, n ∈ Z (5)
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Figure 1: Two nonintersecting D-strings with winding numbers (0, 1) and (1, 0) on
T 2 in the covering space of T 2 ×M7,1.
and the D-strings in the plane (3), (a′, b′, c′, ...) are given by
X2 = 2pimR2, m ∈ Z (6)
and the dotted lines separate identified strips in the perpendicular direction.
In order to quantize this system we need to consider the collection of all fundamen-
tal strings with one common endpoint yµ1 on a particular D-string in the plane (2) and
the other endpoints, yµ2,mn = y
µ
2 + Tmn, ∀m,n ∈ Z on the D-strings in the plane (3).
Clearly, a fundamental string with no excitations (thin solid straight line in the
figure 1) can have any length greater than the shortest distance between D-strings,
|Y | ≤ |yµ1 − y
µ
2,mn| <∞. (7)
Therefore the entire picture can be replaced by just two non-intersecting perpendic-
ular D-strings . This excludes nontrivial worldsheets that would arise from winding
modes, which are not present for ND conditions1 .
Now we need to show that the compactification along the D-strings, i.e. the
identification X ∼ X + T0n in the plane (2) and X ∼ X + Tn0 does not change the
1The are present in the amplitude between the two 0-branes, where we have to sum over the
discrete set of the possible lengths of the non-excited string connecting 0-branes, which corresponds
to the sum over the winding number.
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Figure 2: Two parallel D-strings in the covering space of S1 ×M8,1.
amplitude. If we move the endpoints of the initially unwound fundamental string by
y′
µ
1 = y
µ
1 + T01
y′
µ
2 = y
µ
2 + T10
(8)
then the string cannot be identified with the original one, since its winding number
has changed,
(0, 0) −→ (1, 1), (9)
thus excluding the possibility of nontrivial closed worldsheets associated with mo-
mentum modes. In fact in general if we move the endpoints by
y′
µ
1 = y
µ
1 + T0n
y′
µ
2 = y
µ
2 + Tm0
(10)
along the D-strings, the winding number of the fundamental string changes:
(0, 0) −→ (m,n), (11)
and the resulting string cannot be identified with the original one form2+n2 6= 0.2 To
illustrate this point better, we consider two parallel interacting D-strings in S1×R9,
(figure 2) where the direction of the D-strings is compact. Here, the identification is
X ∼ X +Tn, where Tn = (2pinR1, 0, ..., 0). Starting form the fundamental string with
winding number 0 we move both endpoints by T1 and arrive to the same unwound
string. (In the figure 2 fundamental strings a and b are identified.) This creates the
2However, it seems that a vacuum
vacuum −→ closed string with winding number w = (m,n) (12)
is an allowed process in this case.
3
additional closed worldsheets topologically different from the ones appearing in the
case of two parallel D-strings in the non-compact space and this is what makes the
amplitude different from un-compactified case- the momentum is now discrete.3
Therefore, we see that the possibility of topologically non-trivial worldsheets is
always related to the presence of zero modes for the one loop vacuum amplitude. One
should emphasize that this is only the property of the vacuum to vacuum amplitude.
In the case of the scattering of the four fundamental strings with one end on a D-
string and the other in a D3-brane the amplitude does change if we compactify a ND
direction. This is due to the fact that a 3-3 fundamental string is created in the one
loop process, and the center of mass of this string can travel around the compact
direction in the 3-brane any number of times before the 3-3 string splits into the two
1-3 strings in the final state. [3]
Now returning to perpendicular D-strings compactified on T 2, if we apply T-
duality in the direction of one of the D-strings, we get a system of a 0-brane interacting
with a 2-brane, and here again, the amplitude is independent on whether 2-brane is
wrapped around T 2 or not.
More generally, if we take a system of two non-parallel non-intersecting D-strings
as in [6] at such an angle that when compactified on a T 2 the strings will have
certain definite winding numbers, the amplitude will be multiplied by the intersection
number of the corresponding cycles on T 2. If the first D-string is along (p, q) 1-cycle
C1 = pα + qβ, where α, β are homology basis 1-cycles on T
2 and the second one is
along the (p′, q′) cycle C2, then the intersection number
#C1 · C2 is given by
#C1 · C2 =
∣∣∣∣∣
p p′
q q′
∣∣∣∣∣ , (13)
since #α · β = 1 and #β · α = (−1)k(n−k)
(
#α · β
)
for k—cycle α and (n − k)–cycle
β on Mn. The argument for the amplitude given above for two D-strings with (1, 0)
and (0, 1) winding numbers works for each intersection separately, therefore the total
answer is given by
A(p,q),(p′,q′) = A
(
#C1 · C2
)
, #C1 · C2 6= 0, (14)
where A was given in (1). If #C1 · C2 = 0 then the amplitude involves the standard
summation over the winding modes. As a concluding remark one may notice that in
general if the angle between the D-strings is arbitrary, then after compactification on
a T 2 they may not form closed cycles, and will fill the entire torus. The intersection
number will become infinite and one may expect after taking an apropriate limit in
(14) to reproduce an amplitude between two D2-branes compactified on the same T 2.
3The net force is zero, since this is a BPS state.
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